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Lecture 1- Introduction: 
• What’s in a word? The multifaceted nature of empire: 
• Notion of empire is more useful when looking at political power of ‘nations’ 
• There is not really an agreed upon definition of ‘empire’ 
• Empire= an aggregate of nations or peoples ruled over by an emperor or other powerful 

sovereign or government and/or usually a territory of greater extent than a kingdom ruled 
by a single sovereign e.g. the Roman empire 

• Empires are also linked to supreme power/control, imperial power and generally a 
government under an emperor or a large and powerful enterprise or group of enterprises 
controlled by a single person or a group of people 

• Overall there are many different definitions of empire, many contain the same elements but 
are slightly variable 

• Some definitions are more useful than others in different cases 
• Before empire, the terms ‘imperium’ and ‘imperatores’ (from Latin) were used, also had a 

variety of meanings which all related to a type of highest authority  
• Imperium in Rome was related to some kind of military power, i.e. imperator was a generic 

title for Roman commanders and became a special title of honour 
• Therefore, initially imperium was not referred to supreme rulers but to military commanders 

(in Rome), this occurred even before times of the Roman empire, when Rome was not 
powerful ancient link between military power and supreme power 

• So, the meaning of imperator or emperor currently, has an evolution of meaning through 
time, originated in Rome as word empire came from Latin word imperium- meaning a 
command, authority, etc. 

• Isidore of Seville (d. 636) = prominent cleric of the Visigoth kingdom that once ruled the 
Iberian Peninsula + adviser to the kings, because he was an intellectual figure responsible for 
many writings surviving until today 

• Isidore’s greatest work was the Etymologies, most famous as he invented etymologies for 
the entries included in his encyclopaedias  

• In Isidore’s Etymologies it was stated: “For the Romans, the title imperator was at first given 
only to those on whom supremacy in military affairs was settled, and therefore the 
imperatores were so called from the ‘commanding’ (imperare) the army. But although 
generals held command for a long time with the title of imperator, the senate decreed that 
this was the name of Augustus Caesar only, and he would be distinguished by this title 
from other kings of nations. To this day the successive Caesars have employed this title.” 
lead to idea of imperator/emperor becoming distinguished as a king of kings 

• Later on, imperator became contested by another power that saw themselves as a supreme 
power/leader = the Popes idea of empires without ‘emperors’ + conflicting ideas of what 
the imperium should be and who should be holding it 
 

• Content covered later in semester: 
• “To the extent to which any concept has a history, it defies definition” 
• All the terms we use to describe and understand the world in which we live defy definition 

as they constantly change over time as they are always used and defined differently by 
different people in order to understand their specific worlds i.e. people in different centuries 



and different continents in these different times as well would understand the same terms 
in different ways 

• E.g. freedom or marriage – time changes the meaning of all concepts 
• As historians we seek not to define terms but to show the different ways in which different 

people understood them 
• Up until the 15th or 16th century, European countries were not states as sovereigns did not 

display territorial competence over them, so these European sovereigns were at an 
understanding of overlapping jurisdiction of kings and other powers such as those of the 
Church and feudal barons, so no clear imperium 

• BUT after the 15th or 16th century, this changed as large territories were claimed and these 
became states and this breaking down and then unifying process= the creation of empires  

• First British empire was kingdom of the British Isles (many different states) 
• This process led to almost constant war, so states could establish power over each other, 

required resources to feed constant rivalry journeyed overseas to gain the needed 
resources 

• Moment of unification + territorial competence  colonisation 
• But Europe was a very small part of the world during the medieval times, so small up until 

the 15th century, from there they began to develop/define the map of the world  
• Different European empires used different methods to establish more states 


